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Abstract The influence on the short-range packing in dipolar fluids by molecular shape
and by additional higher order electrostatic moments has been investigated by molecular
dynamic simulations. The dipole polarization was found to decrease as the particles were
elongated parallel to the dipole and to increase for elongation perpendicular to the dipole,
eventually forming a nematic order. The addition of a quadrupole lead to a reduction of the
polarization, and the influence of an axial octupole was weaker and more complex. Both a
decrease and an increase of the polarization is possible depending on the relative dipole–
dipole and octupole–octupole interaction strengths and the relative direction of the symme-
try axes of the moments. These observations were attributed to the different parity of a dipole
and a quadrupole and the same parity of a dipole and an axial octupole under reflection. In
addition, further insights into the formation of dipole polarization were obtained. Short po-
lar and long equatorial radii and strong dipole–dipole interaction are particle properties that
promote a fluid with a high dipole polarization.
Keywords Dipolar order · Molecular fluid · Molecular shape · Electrostatic multipole
moment
1 Introduction
Investigations of the dielectric behavior of molecular media have been the subject for over
150 years (see references given in Ref. [1]); yet a deep understanding of the many-body
phenomena giving rise to the collective dipolar polarization is still incomplete. Such an un-
derstanding of the relation between the molecular properties and interactions, on one hand,
and the spontaneous and fluctuating polarization, on the other hand, is of central impor-
tance (i) to rationalize the solvation of ions in media and manipulate properties of solvent
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molecules to achieve desired dielectric properties and (ii) to relate orientational correlations
of particles with their structure and dipole moment with the goal to fabricate particles with
more complex non-central forces.
The two most used systems for investigating properties of simple dipolar fluid involves
dipolar hard-sphere and dipolar Lennard-Jones (Stockmayer) particles. The former system
has been investigated by Verlet and Weis [2], Patey and Valleau [3], Levesque et al. [4],
Ladd [5] and the latter by Wang [6], McDonald [7], and Verlet and Weis [2]. Particles having
both a dipole and a quadrupole have been considered by Patey and Valleau [3].
In the preceding paper [1] of this issue, also referred to as paper I, we have by simula-
tions investigated how the dipole polarization of a fluid composed of spherical particles with
ideal dipole moments is affected by manipulations of the radial and of the angular spatial
correlations among the particles. In the present contribution, we will examine how the polar-
ization of a dipolar fluid is affected by its molecular properties through (i) shape deviation
from spherical symmetry and (ii) deviation from a pure electrostatic dipole–dipole interac-
tion. The former is achieved by replacing the spherical excluded volume by two and slightly
displaced spheres, and this displacement will be made both parallel and perpendicular to the
dipole. The electrostatic interaction is modulated by adding either of the next two moments
of an electrostatic multipole expansion, i.e., a quadrupole or an octupole.
Previously, Morriss [8] examined the dielectric constant in fluids of polar hard dumb-
bells particles and, in particular, found that the dielectric permittivity was reduced as the
dumb-bells were extended parallel to the dipole vector. Furthermore, Patey and Valleau [3]
found that the dielectric permittivity of a dipolar hard-sphere solution was reduced as a
quadrupole moment was added to the particles. The present work confirms these trends and
offers a more detailed investigation of the molecular origin of the variation of the dielectric
polarization and concomitant permittivity.
2 Model and Method
Consider a model fluid composed of N particles in a cubic volume V at temperature T . The






uij (rij ,i,j ) (1)
where rij = ri − rj , rij = |rij |, and i collectively represents the two polar coordinates
θi and ϕi describing the orientation of particle i with respect to rij . The interaction be-
tween particles i and j is composed of a short-range uSRij (rij ,i,j ) and an electrostatic
uelecij (rij ,i,j ) interaction according to
uij (rij ,i,j ) = uSRij (rij ,i,j ) + uelecij (rij ,i,j ). (2)
We will consider three types of particles. They are (A) particles with centerosym-
metric short-range potential (referred to as reference particles), (B) particles with non-
centerosymmetric short-range potential (shape-asymmetric particles), and (C) particles with
a multipole of higher order than a dipole (particles with modified electrostatic interaction).
(A) As to reference particles (labeled Ref), the short-range interaction is taken to be a
single Lennard-Jones (LJ) potential according to
uSRij (rij ,i,j ) = uLJij (rij ) (3)
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Fig. 1 (Color online) Illustration of the reference particle (Ref), shape-asymmetric particles (Aa and Ae),
and particles with modified electrostatic interactions (Qa, Qe, O+, and O−) investigated showing the LJ
centers (blues spheres), dipoles (thick arrow), and higher order multipoles obtained by a combination of
several dipoles (thin solid arrows). See Table 1 for further details
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with σ being the size and ε the interaction parameter of the LJ potential. Furthermore, the
electrostatic interaction was taken to be a dipole–dipole potential according to














with μi denoting the dipole (characterized by magnitude and direction) of particle i, see
Fig. 1.
(B) Regarding shape-asymmetric particles, each particle were composed of two LJ sites
with the separation d , and the LJ interaction parameter ε were reduced by the factor 4,
making the LJ interaction for the fluid with shape-asymmetric particles to merge that of the
reference fluid as d → 0. Thus, the short-range interaction becomes








with rkl denoting the distance between site k belonging to particle i and site l belonging
to particle j . The electrostatic interaction is still given by the dipole–dipole potential, see
(5) and (6). Two types of shape-asymmetric particles were considered: particle elongation
parallel to the dipole direction (Aa) and perpendicular to the dipole direction (Ae), see
Fig. 1.
(C) In the case of modified electrostatic interaction, the particles contained, in addition
to the dipole, (i) a quadrupole or (ii) an octupole, and the short-range interaction remained
spherical symmetric, see (3) and (4). Two different types of quadrupoles were used, viz.
an axial (Qa) and an equatorial (Qe) quadrupole. Finally, a single axial octupole was em-
ployed with two different directions were considered: parallel (O+) and antiparallel (O−)
to the dipole, see Fig. 1. Generally, multipole–multipole interactions become more angular
dependent and decays faster with increasing separation as the number of poles of the mul-
tipoles increases [9]. Expressions for interaction energies and their ratios between relevant
multipoles are given in the Appendix.
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Table 1 Particles investigateda
Label Description d (Å)b μq (eÅ)c (Qxx,Qyy,Qzz)d Ozzz
Ref 1 LJ site – – – –
Aa 2 LJ sites (parallel) 0.1, 0.2, 0.4, 1.0 – – –
Ae 2 LJ sites (perpendicular) 0.1, 0.2, 0.4, 1.0 – – –
Qa Addition of axial Q – 0.2, 0.5, 1.0, 2.0 (−1,−1,2)μqδ –
Qe Addition of equatorial Q – 0.2, 0.5, 1.0, 2.0 (3,−3,0)μqδ –
O+ Addition of axial O (parallel) – 1.0, 2.0, 4.0, 8.0 – 2(μqδ)2
O− Addition of axial O (antiparallel) – 1.0, 2.0, 4.0, 8.0 – −2(μqδ)2
aQuadrupoles and octupoles were built up by a combination of several dipoles μq as illustrated in Fig. 1.
Those ones off-center were placed δ = 0.1 Å from the center. The contributions from the concomitant higher
order moments to the interaction energy were negligible
bDistance between two LJ sites
cDipole moment of dipoles forming the quadrupoles and octupoles
dIrreducible Cartesian quadrupole moments
Throughout, we have used the Lennard-Jones parameters σ = 2.8863 Å and ε =
1.97023 kJ/mol as well as the dipole moment μ = 0.34397 eÅ (= 1.651 D, cf. 1.9–2.9 D for
water in different states) at the temperature T = 315.8 K as used in previous investigations
[10]. In reduced units, the reference fluid is characterized by μ∗ ≡ μ/(4πε0εσ 3)1/2 = 1.863
and T ∗ ≡ kT /ε = 1.333. In the fluids with shape-asymmetric particles, we have used values
of d up to 1.0 Å.
The quadrupoles and octupoles were built up of combinations of dipoles μq placed at the
center and at the distance δ = 0.1 Å from the center of the particles. The electrostatic inter-
actions involving quadrupoles and octupoles were obtained by summing over sets of these
dipoles. The use of a set of ideal dipoles will, in addition to the quadrupoles or octupoles,
also generate multipoles of higher order than quadrupoles or octupoles, respectively. How-
ever, since δ is much smaller than the particle size, σ ≈ 3 Å, these higher-order contributions
are negligible. Values of d and μq as well as the irreducible Cartesian quadrupole tensor Q
and the octupole tensor element Ozzz are compiled in Table 1.
Simulations have been made in the NTV ensemble at the number density ρ = N/V =
0.038446 (ρ∗ ≡ ρσ 3 = 0.9244) using N = 1000 and 3000 particles. The results were statis-
tically identical for the two values of N , and only those for N = 3000 will be given. As the
volume and the number of particles were kept constant, the particle volume fraction for fluids
with shape-asymmetric particles is slightly increased at increasing d . The long-range inter-
action was handled using the Ewald summation. The MD simulations were performed using
the velocity Verlet algorithm with the orientations described by quaternions using a time
step 
t = 0.001 ps, corresponding to a reduced time step 
t∗ ≡ 
t(mσ 2ε)1/2 = 0.0011,
where the mass m = 18 g mol−1 was used. The particles were treated as spherical tops with
the components of the moment of inertia Ixx = Iyy = Izz = 1 g Å2 mol−1. After equilibration,
each simulation involved 105 time steps, hence extending over tsim = 100 ps. Berendsen’s
approach [11] of coupling of the system to an external bath with a time-coupling constant
of 100
t to preserve the temperature T was used. This weak coupling only suppresses
the potential energy drift and does not affect the dynamics of the system. The integrated
Monte Carlo/molecular dynamics/Brownian dynamics simulation package MOLSIM [12]
for molecular systems was employed throughout.
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Fig. 2 (Color online) (a) Cen-
ter-of-mass–center-of-mass radial
distribution function g(r) and
(b) normalized angular
probability functions P [cos(θ)]
and P [cos(ψ)] of fluids
containing reference particles
(green) and Aa (blue) and Ae
(red) particles with d = 0.4 Å.
In (b), the insert shows the
definitions of the angles θ and ψ
3 Analyses
The fluids with particles of the different asymmetries were analyzed using (i) radial distri-
bution function g(r), (ii) normalized angular probability functions P (cos θ) and P (cosψ),
(iii) two-dimensional radial-angular distribution function g(r, cos θ), (iv) distance-dependent
Kirkwood function Gk(r), (v) dipolar domain analyses, and (vi) two-dimensional radial-
angular intrinsic polarization function P(r, cos θ).




where ρ(r) is the local number density at the distance r from a particle and ρ¯ = N/V is the
average number density of the fluid.
The normalized angular probability function P (cos θ) denotes the probability of finding
a neighboring particle in a direction forming the angle θ with respect to the dipole of the
central particle (see insert of Fig. 2(b)). Thus, cos θ = 1 denotes the forward dipole direc-
tion, cos θ = −1 the reverse dipole direction, and cos θ = 0 a direction perpendicular to the
dipole. Furthermore, ψ denotes the angle formed by the directions of the two dipoles. In
these angular analyses, averages are made over particles laying within the first maximum of
the radial distribution function, r < r ′ = 4.2 Å.
The radial-angular distribution function g(r, cos θ) is defined according to
g(r, cos θ) = ρ(r, cos θ)
ρ¯
(9)
where ρ(r, cos θ) is the local number density at the distance r and the angle θ from a particle.
The radial distribution function g(r) is related to the radial-angular distribution function
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g(r, cos θ)d(cos θ) (10)
and the angular probability function P (cos θ) to the radial-angular distribution function
g(r, cos θ) by the radial integration






P (cos θ, r)r2 dr (11)
with




−1 g(r, cos θ)d(cos θ)
(12)
where the intermediate angular probability function P (cos θ, r) denotes the probability of
the angle θ given the distance r .
One of the intriguing properties of dipolar fluids is the formation of nematic (ferroelec-
tric) domains and phases. Consider the measure of the directional ordering of the particles
in a spherical volume V ′ centered on dipole i with radius r at according to
G










(hat denotes that a quantity is given for a configuration). If the dipoles of the particles are
orientationally uncorrelated, we have Gk,i (r) = 1, whereas if they are positively correlated
G

k,i (r) > 1 and if they are negatively correlated G

k,i (r) < 1. The time average of G

k,i (r)
will be denoted Gk,i (r). Moreover, for a homogeneous fluid we can form the average of






which often is referred to as the distance-dependent Kirkwood function. After the limit
V/V ′ → ∞ followed by the limit r → ∞, the distance-dependent Kirkwood function Gk(r)
becomes the Kirkwood gK-factor.
The first non-trivial maximum of Gk,i (r), G
max
k,i , was used as a measure of the strength
of the instantaneously dipole ordering around particle i, and the radius at which Gk,i (r)
displayed its first maximum, Rmax,i , as the measure of the extension of this domain of orien-
tationally ordered dipoles. From Gmaxk,i (i = 1, . . . ,N), a set of ordered domains containing
particles with ordered dipoles was constructed. Normalized probability distribution func-
tions P (Gmaxk ) and P (Rmax) as well as correlation plots of Gmaxk versus Rmax were formed
by using the largest domains of this set. For further details, see Ref. [13].
Beside the local density, we will also consider the local polarization. Let P(r, cos θ)
denote the local polarization at distance r and the angle θ from a particle with respect to
the dipole vector of the particle. Then we, have the relation between the distance-dependent






P(r ′, cos θ)[d(cos θ)r ′2 dr ′] (15)
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with P(r, cos θ) formally given by









where dV = r2 dr d(cos θ) denotes a volume element around the point (r, cos θ). By di-
viding P(r, cos θ) by the local number density ρ(r, cos θ), we get the density normalized
(intrinsic) local polarization p(r, cos θ) according to
p(r, cos θ) = P(r, cos θ)
ρ(r, cos θ)
(17)
with the limits −1 ≤ p ≤ 1.
The sampling of the various distribution functions was made using histograms. The width
of the histograms were (i) 0.05 Å for radial distribution functions, (ii) 0.02 for angular dis-
tribution functions, (iii) 0.1 Å and 0.1 for radial-angular distribution functions and intrinsic
polarization functions, (iv) 0.2 Å for distance-dependent Kirkwood functions, and (v) 5 and
0.2 Å for distribution functions of dipole domains. The radial-angular distribution functions
and intrinsic polarization functions are represented by contour plots with iso-g curves at
every 0.2 and iso-polarization curves at every 0.1, respectively.
4 Results
4.1 Shape Asymmetry
We will start by considering shape-asymmetric particles. As shown in Fig. 1, these particles
are elongated by replacing the single LJ site by two LJ sites separated by the distance d
with the elongation direction either parallel (Aa) or perpendicular (Ae) to the dipole. The
separation has been varied between d = 0.1 and 1.0 Å (cf. the LJ diameter σ ≈ 3 Å).
Simple dipolar fluids are conventionally investigated by using the radial distribution func-
tion and the two angular probability functions as described in the previous section. Figure 2
shows the center-of-mass–center-of-mass radial distribution function g(r), the angular prob-
ability functions P (cos θ) involving the angle θ formed by the interparticle vector rij and
the dipole vector μi , and P (cosψ) involving the angle ψ formed by the dipole vectors μi
and μj . Both probability functions are averaged over nearest neighbor particles j of the
central particle i. Data are given for the reference fluid and the two different types of shape-
asymmetric particles with d = 0.4 Å; hence d/σ ≈ 1/7.
The radial distribution functions of the three fluids are similar (Fig. 2(a)), which might
be expected from the small d/σ ratio. However, a closer inspection shows that the fluids
with the two shape-asymmetric particles display a slightly larger order. An increased or-
der is expected from the increase of the effective particle volume with increasing d , while
the number density is the same for the fluids. The radial distribution functions of the two
shape-asymmetric particles are very similar except around the first maximum where the
peak is higher for the case where the particle elongation is parallel to the dipole. The angu-
lar probability functions P (cos θ) of the three fluids are equal and basically constant (= 0.5)
(Fig. 2(b)), whereas P (cosψ) increases with cosψ demonstrating a preferentially net par-
allel orientation of the dipoles of adjacent particles. The degree of net preferential paral-
lel dipole orientation is larger for the perpendicular case (Ae) and smaller for the parallel
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Fig. 3 (Color online)
Distance-dependent Kirkwood
function Gk(r) of fluids
containing reference particles
(green) and Aa (solid curves) and
Ae (dashed curves) particles with
d = 0.2 (blue), 0.4 (red), and
1.0 Å (black)
case (Aa) as compared to the reference fluid (Ref). Nevertheless, the two angular probability
functions monitoring preferential orientation averaged over the first coordination shell are
for these fluids with different types of particles relatively close to each other.
Figure 3 displays the distance-dependent Kirkwood function Gk(r) for fluids containing
reference particles and the two types of shape-asymmetric particles with d = 0.2, 0.4, and
1.0 Å. At small r (r < 2.5 Å), Gk(r) = 1, which follows from the definition (13) and that no
neighbors are found at such short separations (Fig. 2(a)). At larger r , Gk(r) increases with
appearance of some oscillations; the locations of shoulders and maxima are in accord with
the location of maxima of the radial distribution functions; hence, these features in Gk(r) are
linked to the uneven radial distribution of particles. The steady rise of Gk(r), however, indi-
cates a net preference of parallel dipole orientation at all r . At separations, r ≈ L/2, Gk(r)
approaches a limiting value. Noticeably, is that the limiting values of Gk(r) (and hence the
dielectric permittivity) are strongly dependent on the type and the degree of particle shape-
asymmetry. In the case of parallel orientation of the particle elongation and the dipole, the
limiting value of Gk(r) decreases with increasing particle elongation, whereas for a per-
pendicular orientation of the particle elongation and the dipole the liming value of Gk(r)
increases with increasing particle elongation. For example, whereas limr→∞ Gk(r) ≈ 12 for
the reference fluid, the limit decreases to ≈ 8 for a parallel and increases to ≈ 28 for a
perpendicular arrangement of the dipole and the particle elongation at d = 0.4 Å (see also
Table 2). The effects for particles with d = 1.0 Å are even larger, here limr→∞ Gk(r) ≈ 2 for
a parallel and ≈ 900 for a perpendicular arrangement. In the latter case, the angular proba-
bility functions become oscillatory (data not shown), hence we have evidences of a spatially
disordered and orientationally ordered fluid, hence a nematic phase. We may thus conclude
that a deviation of the short-range interaction from spherical symmetry affects the distance-
dependent Kirkwood function (Fig. 3) stronger than the radial distribution (Fig. 2(a)) and
angular probability (Fig. 2(b)) functions.
The sensitivity of the long-range nematic ordering on the short-range interaction as quan-
tified by the distance-dependent Kirkwood function is supported by the results of the dipole
domain analysis. Figure 4(a) displays the normalized probability function P (Gmaxk ) and
Fig. 4(b) the normalized probability function P (Rmax) for fluids of the reference particle
and the two types of size-asymmetric particles with d = 0.4 Å. We recall that Gmaxk is a
measure of the dipole alignment in a domain with radius Rmax. These probabilities show
that Gmaxk increases approximately 2-fold and Rmax by ca. 30% for each step in the series
Aa, Ref, and Ae. Furthermore, Fig. 4(c) displays the appearance of a large positive cor-
relation between the values of Gmaxk and Rmax; a large domain size is accompanied by a
large net dipole moment in the direction of the dipole of the central particle. Corresponding
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Table 2 Kirkwood gK-factor, reduced potential energy U/NkT , and reduced pressure PV/NkT for refer-
ence and shape-asymmetric particlesa
System d (Å) gKb U/NkT PV/NkT
Ref – 11.7 ± 0.8 −8.501 ± 0.002 2.427 ± 0.004
Aa 0.1 12.1 ± 0.8 −8.443 ± 0.002 2.590 ± 0.007
0.2 10.6 ± 0.5 −8.277 ± 0.001 3.074 ± 0.005
0.4 8.3 ± 0.5 −7.680 ± 0.001 5.053 ± 0.005
1.0 2.3 ± 0.2 −4.785 ± 0.002 18.51 ± 0.01
Ae 0.1 14.8 ± 1.0 −8.482 ± 0.001 2.564 ± 0.005
0.2 16.6 ± 2.0 −8.405 ± 0.001 2.992 ± 0.003
0.4 28.5 ± 3.0 −8.133 ± 0.001 4.693 ± 0.004
1.0 880 ± 20 −6.672 ± 0.003 16.53 ± 0.01
aAccording to (5.29) of Ref. [14], the relative permittivity ε is related to gK according to ε = 1 + 3 ×
[(4π/9)(ρμ2/4πε0kT )]gK = 1 + 3[(4π/9)(ρ∗μ∗2/T ∗)]gK. With the reduced variables inserted, the re-
lation becomes ε = 1 + 10.2gK
bgK = Gk(r =
√
3(L/2)) with L = 42.7 Å
correlation plot of the data for the Ae system with the largest value of d , d = 1.0 Å, dis-
plays a distribution centered at Rmax ≈ 37 Å (≈ half the diagonal of the simulation box) and
Gmaxk ≈ 1500 with a very limited broadening, implying that most of the 3000 particles form
a single domain, being consistent with the large value of limr→∞ Gk(r).
We now continue by considering the 2d radial-angular distribution function g(r, cos θ),
which is analog to the radial distribution function g(r), though the r-dependence is made
separately for different values of the angle θ with respect to the dipole of the central par-
ticle (see (9) and insert of Fig. 2(b)). Figure 5 displays contour plots of g(r, cos θ) of
fluids containing the reference particle and the two types of shape-asymmetric particles
with d = 0.4 Å. As for the fluid containing particles with the spherical short-range inter-
action, Fig. 5(a) clearly shows that the radial distribution function is dependent on θ . For
| cos θ | = 1, i.e., in the direction parallel or antiparallel to the dipole, g(r, cos θ) displays two
equal and global maxima of ≈ 3.2 at r = 2.9 Å, whereas for | cos θ | = 0, i.e., in the direc-
tion perpendicular to the dipole, the first maximum becomes ≈ 2.5 and appears at r = 3.1 Å.
Figure 5(a) also displays that the following minimum of g(r, cos θ) appears at longer sep-
aration in the direction perpendicular than in the direction parallel to the dipole. Further
analysis (data not shown) displays that these partly out-off phase oscillations of g(r, cos θ)
perpendicular and parallel to the direction of the dipole pertain at least three particle layers.
Figure 5(b) shows the corresponding contour plot for the shape-asymmetric particle with
the size-elongation direction parallel (Aa) to the dipole with d = 0.4 Å. Here, (i) the location
of the first maximum of g(r, cos θ) vs r appears at r ≈ 3.1 Å and is almost independent
of cos θ and (ii) the maximum has now a weaker dependence on cos θ (varies between
2.7 and 3.1). Hence, in this case the shape asymmetry of the short-range interaction to a
large degree counteracts the order arising from the electrostatic dipole–dipole interaction.
Consistently, for this fluid we found a smaller limiting distance-dependent Kirkwood factor
of 8 as compared to 12 for the reference fluid.
Finally, the corresponding contour plot for the shape-asymmetric particle with the size-
elongation direction perpendicular (Ae) to the dipole is given in Fig. 5(c). Now we obtain an
enhanced angular-dependent radial distribution function as compared to the reference fluid
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Fig. 4 (Color online)
(a) Normalized probability
distribution P(Gmaxk ),(b) normalized probability
distribution P(Rmax), and
(c) scatter plot of Gmaxk versus
Rmax for dipolar domains of
fluids containing reference
particles (green) and Aa (blue)
and Ae (red) particles with
d = 0.4 Å
(cf. Figs. 5(c) and 5(a)), which possesses the largest maximal value 3.4 of the three fluids
reported in Fig. 5. For this fluid, we found a limiting value for the distance-dependence
Kirkwood factor of 28. As compared to the reference fluid, the fluid with Ae particles with
d = 0.4 Å displays both a larger Kirkwood factor and larger dipole domains.
Hence, by suitable change of the short-range interaction among particles having an elec-
trostatic dipole–dipole interaction, the non-isotropic density distribution of particles around
a central particle may be altered such that orientational polarization of the fluid may ei-
ther be (i) reduced or (ii) enhanced similar to what was found in paper I, though in paper I
penalty functions were used to manipulate the radial distribution and angular orientation of
the particles.
We have seen that the radially integrated and angular averaged dipole polarization typi-
cally increases from unity (Fig. 3). But what about the contributions to Gk(r) from particles
located at different θ angles? Figure 6 provides the intrinsic local polarization p(r, cos θ)
as defined by (17) for the reference fluid and the two different types of shape-asymmetric
particles with d = 0.4 Å. For the reference fluid, we see that p amounts to ≈ 0.6 in the
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Fig. 5 (Color online) Two-dimensional radial-angular distribution function g(r, cos θ) of fluids containing
(a) reference particles and (b) Aa and (c) Ae particles with d = 0.4 Å
first coordination shell (r ≈ 2.9 Å) in the directions parallel and antiparallel to the dipole
vector, whereas it is between 0.0 and 0.1 in the direction perpendicular to the dipole vec-
tor (Fig. 6(a)). For very short separations (r ≈ 2.5–2.7 Å), the largest intrinsic polarization
becomes ≈ 0.7 whereas it becomes slightly negative ≈ −0.1 for orientations perpendicular
to dipole axis. Moreover, at r ≈ 4.2 Å, corresponding to the first minimum of the radial
distribution function, p is between 0.0 and 0.1 at all angles and at r ≈ 5.9 Å, corresponding
to the second maximum of the radial distribution function, between 0.0 and 0.2. Thus, the
intrinsic polarization near the dipolar particle is largest in the dipole direction, where also
the strongest dipole–dipole interaction prevails. Beyond this region the intrinsic polarization
is basically slightly positive and nearly uniform.
The corresponding 2d representations of the intrinsic polarization for fluids containing
particles with the shape-asymmetric short-range interactions with d = 0.4 Å have also been
examined. For the size-elongation parallel to the dipole, the region with negative polar-
ization becomes more extended (Fig. 6(b)). We see that the volume with nearby pairs at
θ = π/2 with negative polarization is enlarged and a large part of the volume between r = 4
and 6 Å possess slightly negative polarization. On the contrary, for the size-elongation per-
pendicular to the dipole the positive polarization is enhanced and the enhancement appears
to be rather uniformly distributed (Fig. 6(c)). Again the dipole polarization appears basically
uniform, now at ≈ 0.1, except around the global density maxima appearing at | cos θ | = 1.
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Fig. 6 (Color online) Two-dimensional intrinsic polarization function p(r, cos θ) of fluids containing (a) ref-
erence particles and (b) Aa and (c) Ae particles with d = 0.4 Å




p(d) = 〈p(r, cos θ;d)−p(r, cos θ;0)〉
averaged over r and cos θ for Aa
particles (negative d) and Ae
particles (positive d). The curve
is a visual guide and the dashed
part indicates the appearance of a
discontinuity due to a phase
transition to an orientational
ordered (nematic) state at large d
By making differential plots with respect to the reference fluid (data not shown), we
find throughout that the change of the intrinsic polarization is fairly uniform across all the
fluids with shape-asymmetric particles investigated. Figure 7 displays this change 
p(d) =
p(d) − p(0) as function of d . At sufficiently small |d|, the response has to be linear in d ,
which is reasonable for |d| up 0.4 Å. As to the fluid with Ae particles with d = 1.0 Å, we
have 
p ≈ 0.3, and obviously this fluid has passed the phase boundary to a nematic phase.
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Table 3 Relative multipole–multipole interaction energiesa
μq (eÅ) u12/u11 u22/u11 u13/u11 u33/u11
0.2 −0.1 −0.02 – –
0.5 −0.3 −0.1 – –
1.0 −0.6 −0.5 0.08 0.02
2.0 −1.2 −1.8 0.2 0.06
4.0 – – 0.3 0.2
8.0 – – 0.6 1.0
aEvaluated from (A5) to (A9) with (i) δ = 0.1 Å and r = 3.0 Å giving (δ/r) ≈ 0.033 and (ii) μ = 0.34 eÅ
Table 2 also provides the total potential energy, U , and the pressure, P , for reference and
shape-asymmetric particles. The total potential energy becomes less negative at increasing
shape asymmetry, independently of shape. For a given d , the change is largest for particle
elongation parallel to the dipole direction. A split of U into short-range and electrostatic con-
tributions shows that (i) both of them become less negative for particle elongation parallel
and (ii) the former becomes less negative and the latter more negative for particle elongation
perpendicular to the dipole direction (data not shown). Thus, these data shows a co-variation
between an increase of the electrostatic interaction and an increased Kirkwood factor. Fur-
thermore, Table 2 displays that the pressure increases with increasing d and the concomitant
larger particle volume fraction, consistent with the notion that the contribution of the short-
range interaction to the pressure is important and strongly dependent on the particle volume
fraction.
4.2 Modified Electrostatic Interaction
We will now consider fluids where the particles in addition to a dipole posses either a
quadrupole or an octupole of various magnitudes. Hence, the electrostatic dipole–dipole
interaction will gradually be challenged by increasing strength of electrostatic interactions
that are (i) more short-ranged and (ii) has a stronger angular dependence. Of course, our
aim is to examine how the presence of the higher-order electrostatic multipoles perturbs the
dipole polarization of the fluid.
Ratios of relevant multipole–multipole interaction energies at appropriate particle sep-
aration will give a first order estimate of the dominating electrostatic interaction at that
distance. As earlier mentioned, the leading quadrupole and octupole moments were built up
by combining several dipoles μq of equal magnitude, see Fig. 1. For simplicity, the strength
of the quadrupoles and octupoles will be given in terms of the magnitude μq. For particle
separations corresponding to nearest-neighbor contact, (i) the quadrupole–quadrupole inter-
action is stronger than the dipole–dipole and quadrupole–dipole interactions at the largest μq
considered (μq = 2.0 eÅ), and (ii) the octupole–octupole interaction is equal to the dipole–
dipole interaction and stronger than the octupole–dipole interaction at the largest μq con-
sidered (μq = 8.0 eÅ) (see Table 3). On the basis of these findings and as the structural
observations could be rationalized without invoking the quadrupole–dipole and octupole–
dipole interactions, they are omitted in the further discussion.
4.2.1 Quadrupoles
Figure 8 displays the distance-dependent Kirkwood function for fluids that contain reference
particles and particles with either of two types of quadrupoles of various strengths beside the
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Fig. 8 (Color online)
Distance-dependent Kirkwood
function Gk(r) of fluids
containing reference particles
(green) and Qa (solid curves) and
Qe (dashed curves) particles with
μq = 0.2 (blue), 0.5 (red), 1.0
(black), and 2.0 eÅ (purple)
Fig. 9 (Color online) Scatter
plot of Gmaxk versus Rmax for
dipolar domains of fluids
containing reference particles
(green) and (a) Qa and (b) Qe
particles with μq = 0.2 (green),
0.5 (blue), 1.0 (red), and 2.0 eÅ
dipole. Starting with the fluid containing the reference particles that possess only a dipole,
we see that (i) the distance-dependent Kirkwood function decreases gradually at increasing
quadrupole moment to about Gk(r) ≈ 1 for μq = 1.0 eÅ and remains basically the same
for the largest quadrupole moments obtained for μq = 2.0 eÅ and (ii) the decrease is faster
for the Qe series as compared to the Qa one. Hence, these results signify that for both the
axial and equatorial quadrupoles used, the addition of either of them to a dipole weakens the
structure driven by the dipole–dipole interaction, and we will in the following examine that
in somewhat more detail.
The scatter plot of Gmaxk versus Rmax for dipolar domains of these fluids is displayed
in Fig. 9. Starting with the reference fluid, where the lower limits are Gmaxk ≈ 30 and
Rmax ≈ 8 Å (see Fig. 4), we find that the magnitude of the dipole moment of the domains
and the size of the domains decrease regularly at increasing strength of the quadrupole mo-
ment. This holds both for axial (Fig. 9(a)) and equatorial (Fig. 9(b)) quadrupoles and the
decrease is qualitatively similar.
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Fig. 10 (Color online) Two-dimensional radial-angular distribution function g(r, cos θ) of fluids containing
(a) Qa and (b) Qe particles with μq = 1.0 eÅ
Nevertheless, the two-dimensional radial-angular distribution functions displayed in
Fig. 10 at μq = 2.0 eÅ shows that the short-range structure differ. For particles with an axial
quadrupole, local maxima appear at separation r ≈ 3.0 Å at cos θ = 1 and −0.4 (Fig. 10(a)).
Jointly, these maxima imply that nearest-neighboring particles possess a preference for their
symmetry axes to be nearly perpendicular to each other (T -shaped structure). This local
structure differs from that found in the reference fluid, but is close to that prevalent in fluids
of particles possessing only axial quadrupoles. Furthermore, the lack of symmetry with re-
spect to cos θ = 0 originates from the fact that the dipole and quadrupole have odd (l = 1)
and even (l = 2), respectively, parity with respect to reflection in the molecular xy-plane
(see also Fig. 1).
For the equatorial quadrupole, the preferred short-range structure involves the two sym-
metry axes localized parallel (side-by-side structure), an arrangement that maximizes the
quadrupole–quadrupole attraction. As the quadrupole–quadrupole interaction is unaffected
whether the symmetry axes are parallel or antiparallel, the later prevails due to the dipole–
dipole interaction. At μq = 2.0 eÅ, the side-by-side arrangement dominates the short-
range structure in the fluid (Fig. 10(b)). The stronger r-dependence of the quadrupole–
quadrupole interaction as compared to the dipole–dipole interaction shifts the maximum
of g(r, cos θ ≈ 0) from r ≈ 2.9 Å (Fig. 5(a)) to r ≈ 2.75 Å. The local maxima at r ≈ 2.9 Å
and | cos θ | = 1 are traces of the dipole–dipole interaction.
To conclude, the introduction of a quadrupole in addition to the dipole gives rise to
short-range structures that are incompatible with that of particles with only a dipole. This
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Fig. 11 (Color online)
Distance-dependent Kirkwood
function Gk(r) of fluids
containing reference particles
(green) and O+ (solid curves)
and O− (dashed curves) particles
with μq = 1.0 (blue), 2.0 (red),
4.0 (black), and 8.0 eÅ (purple)
fact lies behind the gradually reduction of the dipole polarization at increasing quadrupole
strength.
4.2.2 Octupoles
We recall that the two types of particles with octupoles considered possess axial octupoles.
The directions of the symmetry axes of the axial octupole and of the dipole are parallel for
the O+ particles and antiparallel for the O− particles.
The corresponding distance-dependent Kirkwood function for fluids containing reference
particles and particles with modified electrostatic interaction involving octupoles obtained
with μq = 1.0, 2.0, 4.0, and 8.0 eÅ beside the dipole μ are given in Fig. 11. First, we see
that the changes of Gk(r) are generally smaller in the presence of octupoles as compared
to the presence of quadrupoles. Second, the influence of the octupole moment of the O+
and O− particles differs. With O+ particles, at μq = 4.0 eÅ Gk(r) has decreased, but at the
largest μq considered Gk(r) has increased again and now displays a prominent maximum
at r ≈ 22 Å. With O− particles, Gk(r) increases slightly at μq = 4.0 eÅ, but has reduced
considerably at μq = 8.0 Å.
The corresponding scatter plots of Gmaxk versus Rmax for dipolar domains are displayed in
Fig. 12. As to the O+ fluid (Fig. 12(a)), the fluctuations of Gmaxk and Rmax for the two smaller
values of μq are similar to that of the reference fluid. However, with μq = 4.0 eÅ the larger
dipolar domains appearing in the reference fluid are suppressed, consistent with smaller
amplitude of the distance-dependent Kirkwood function. With μq = 8.0 eÅ, in addition to
the suppression of the larger domains, also the smaller dipolar domains are suppressed,
consistent with the now increased amplitude of the distance-dependent Kirkwood function.
Regarding the O− fluid (Fig. 12(b)), the change of values of Gmaxk and Rmax as well as their
correlation remains small except with μq = 8.0 eÅ, at which the larger dipolar domains are
suppressed.
As for particles with quadrupoles, the two-dimensional radial-angular distribution func-
tion displayed in Fig. 13 at μq = 8.0 eÅ shows that the short-range structure differ between
the two fluids with octupoles differently oriented with respect to the dipole. With coincid-
ing and parallel dipole and octupole symmetry axes, (i) two equivalent and global maxima
appear at r ≈ 2.7 Å and | cos θ | = 1, (ii) two equal and local maxima occur at r ≈ 3.1 Å and
| cos θ | = 0.35, and (iii) two equal and local maxima at r ≈ 5.4 Å and | cos θ | = 1 are found
(Fig. 13(a)). Maxima (i) are related to the similar maxima at r ≈ 2.9 Å and | cos θ | = 1 of
the reference fluid. Here these two maxima are much more prominent, more localized in the
(r, θ)-space, and appear at shorter separation, all as a consequence of the synergistic effect
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Fig. 12 (Color online) Scatter
plot of Gmaxk versus Rmax for
dipolar domains of fluids
containing reference particles
(green) and (a) O+ and (b) O−
particles with μq = 1.0 (green),
2.0 (blue), 4.0 (red), and 8.0 eÅ
(light blue)
of the parallel octupole and dipole symmetry axes. Maxima (ii) appear from the angular-
dependence of the octupole–octupole interaction Finally, the appearance of maxima in the
second nearest-neighbor only at | cos θ | = 1 but not at | cos θ | = 0.35 is consistent with the
much stronger distance-dependence of the octupole–octupole interaction as compared to the
distance-dependence of the dipole–dipole interaction, cf. (A.7) and (A.5) of Appendix.
For antiparallel octupole and dipole symmetry axes, only two major maxima remain
(Fig. 13(b)). The maxima at | cos θ | ≈ 1 of the reference system have vanished due to the
(partly) compensating effects of the octupole and dipole in this volume. Only the two other
maxima arising from the octupole–octupole interaction, albeit slightly shifted with respect
to the poles, remain.
5 Discussion
5.1 On the Origin of the Dipole Polarization
For the reference particles composed of a LJ site with an embedded ideal dipole, the angular-
dependent interaction stems solely from the electrostatic dipole–dipole interaction (6). For
example, given the separation r between two dipoles, their maximal attractive interaction
occurring at | cos θ | = 1 is twice as large as their maximal attraction at cos θ = 0 [follows
directly from (6)]. As a consequence, (i) the radial density distribution becomes angular
dependent with global maxima occurring at | cos θ | = 1 and r = 2.9 Å and the largest equa-
torial (cos θ = 0) density occurring at r = 3.1 Å (see Fig. 5(a)) and (ii) the intrinsic polariza-
tion is strongly positive where the global density maxima occur and near zero equatorially.
On the basis of these results, and as also those discussed in Paper I, we suggest that the
built-up of a large positive distance-dependent Kirkwood function, as displayed in Fig. 3,
is characterized by four issues. These are illustrated in Fig. 14 and are: (a) a preferential
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Fig. 13 (Color online) Two-dimensional radial-angular distribution function g(r, cos θ) of fluids containing
(a) O+ and (b) O− particles with μq = 8.0 eÅ. In (a), the highest iso-g curve is at 5.0, truncating the
representation of the maxima at r = 2.7 Å and | cos θ | = 1
localization of neighboring particles to | cos θ | = 1, (b) particles at | cos θ | ≈ 1 are located
closer to the central particle as compared to the equatorial ones, (c) particles at | cos θ | ≈ 1
give rise to a large positive contribution to Gk(r) as the dipole–dipole interaction at this
separation exceeds the thermal energy, and (d) the dipole polarization of equatorially neigh-
boring particles is nearly zero instead of the expected antiparallel orientation, which should
have given a negative contribution to Gk(r). We attribute the absence of antiparallel orien-
tation of equatorially located dipoles to be an effect of the ordering of the nearby dipoles at
| cos θ | = 1, as the field of those dipoles and of the central dipole to a great extent cancel
each other. This cancellation is a consequence of the spatial dependence of the dipole–dipole
interaction and of the packing pattern of spheres.
In short, the long-range dipolar polarization of a medium originates from a combination
of the short-range packing and the more long-ranged dependent dipole–dipole potential of
the particles as was found in paper I.
5.2 Effect of Molecular Shape
When the shape of the interacting particles is changed, their short-range packing is affected.
In the case of the Aa particles, they are elongated in the dipole direction. A comparison of
Figs. 5(a) and 5(b) showed that the angular preference is weakened (issue a) and the differ-
ence of the location of the first radial maximum is absent (issue b). Furthermore, a compar-
ison of Figs. 6(a) and 6(b) shows that the positive polarization in volumes at | cos θ | ≈ 1 is
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Fig. 14 (Color online)
Illustration of some features of
nearest-neighbor spatial and
angular correlation of
neighboring dipoles (labeled 2–4)
to dipole (1) related to a large




(c) dipole–dipole correlation for
axial located neighbors (2 and 3),
(d) essentially zero dipole–dipole
correlation for an equatorial
located neighbor (4)
reduced (issue c) and the polarization of equatorially located dipoles is slightly negatively
shifted (issue d). All these (coupled) aspects reduce the dipole polarization of the fluid com-
posed of the Aa particles as seen in Figs. 3 and 4. Our observed reduced dipolar order at
increasing elongation parallel to the dipole axis is in agreement with reduced dielectric per-
mittivity found by Morriss for similar, but non-idential systems [8]. In the case with the Ae
particles, where the elongation is perpendicular to the dipole direction, similar but opposite
effects occur, including the appearance of a nematic dipolar ordered phase at large particle
elongation.
Thus, at the current dipole–dipole interaction strength, only a weak shape change (aspect
ratio < 1.1) was required to cover the full range from a very small dipole polarization to
a nematic dipolar order. At decreasing dipole–dipole interaction strength, stronger shape-
variation is expected to be required to achieve the same response.
5.3 Effect of Higher Order Electrostatic Multipole Moments
The addition of higher order electrostatic interactions also affected the dipole polarization. In
the case of addition of quadrupoles, Fig. 10(a) showed that a T-like configuration of the sym-
metry axes of neighboring particles is dominating for sufficiently large axial quadrupoles,
and Fig. 10(b) displayed a side-by-side conformation for equatorial quadrupoles (as appear-
ing in corresponding fluids of particles with quadrupole moments and with a quadrupole–
quadrupole interaction larger then the thermal energy). As the strength of the quadrupole–
quadrupole interaction becomes comparable to the dipole–dipole interaction for neighboring
particles, the quadrupole–quadrupole interaction breaks down the dipole polarization as seen
in Figs. 8 and 9. This appears both for the axial and the equatorial quadrupole.
Patey and Valleau [3] investigated a hard-sphere fluid at the reduced density ρ∗ ≡ ρσ 3 =
0.8344 with σ now denoting the hard-sphere diameter, where the particles possessed a
reduced dipole moment μ∗ ≡ μ/(4πε0kT σ 3)1/2 = 1 at variable axial quadrupoles paral-
lel to the dipole. The initial dipolar hard-sphere fluid possessed a dielectric permittivity
ε = 7.7 ± 1.3 and displayed a reduction at increasing quadrupole moment. The largest slope
of dε/dQ∗ appeared at Q∗ ≡ Q/(4πε0kT σ 5)1/2 = 1 and ε = 2.3 ± 0.5 was achieved at
large Q∗—a result very much in line with ours given in Fig. 8.
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Fig. 15 Distance-dependent
Kirkwood function Gk(r) at
r = 25 Å vs μq of fluids
containing O+ (positive μq) and
O− (negative μq) particles. Data
from a few simulations with
other values of μq than given in
Table 3 are also included
The analysis of the effect of adding an axial octupole is more complex and interest-
ing. We note that for small octupoles, their effect can be regarded as a perturbation and
hence we expect a linear response about the octupole moment Ozzz = 0. Figure 15 shows
the distance-dependent Kirkwood function evaluated at r = 25 Å as a function of μq with
here Qzzz = Q30 = 12μqδ2 and δ constant. Indeed, within the statistical uncertainty, the
data in Fig. 15 displays a linear responds to a perturbation for |μq| < 2 eÅ. An analysis
of g(r, cosq) reveals that positive values of μq induce a higher degree of structuring of
orientationally ordered regions, but p shows that regions with a significant contribution to
the dipole polarization decrease. However, these two effects almost balance each other, and
the total effect is that a positive Ozzz induces a small reduction of the dipole polarization
and negative Ozzz a small increase. The increased structuring for larger and positive Ozzz is
consistent with that the absolute minimum in the dipole–dipole interaction is reinforced by
the added octupole. For example, this is shown by a decreased shortest separation between
such pair of particles for positive Ozzz leading to a splited first peak of the radial distribution
function (data not shown but could be inferred from Fig. 13(a)).
For larger perturbations, the system enters into another regime where the octupole–
octupole interactions strongly influences the structure. For large and positive values of Ozzz,
we note that the structure was continuously enforced, and was associated with a decrease in
the dipole polarization at short distances and an increased of polarization at longer distances.
We noted also that the radial distribution function becomes strongly perturbed. The simplest
interpretation is an increased structuring on the molecular length scale making it possible for
the enhanced polarization mechanism acting to operate also on longer distances. One view is
that at the largest values of Ozzz a highly ordered long-range structure is formed, dominated
by the octupole–octupole interaction. This structure favors large polarization. The domain
analysis in Fig. 9(b) revealed one more interesting detail. Upon increasing Ozzz, first the
probability of larger domains is reduced, whereas later a decrease of the probability of small
domains appears. As a consequence, the size and dipole polarization of the domains become
more homogeneous at μq = 8.0 indicating a highly structured system. We do not yet know
if the properties of these domains are determined by the size or the physics of the studied
systems.
For negative Ozzz, the enhanced dipole polarization starts to decrease and becomes small
for highly negative values of Ozzz. The major cause for this behavior is the destruction of the
dipolar structure discussed above. For these larger values of Ozzz, an antiparallel orientation
of the symmetry axis of the two particles competes with the parallel one governed by the
dipole–dipole interaction. The antiparallel orientation prevents the build up of a significant
dipole polarization. The domain analyses for these systems were presented in Fig. 12(b),
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and it showed a systematic decrease of the domain sizes for large negative Ozzz consistent
with the observed reduction of the dipole polarization.
Finally, a comparison with magnetic dipoles can be made. In the those systems, the local
magnetic moments are aligned due to the electronic structure in the system; hence, the mag-
netic polarization is not driven by the dipolar interactions in the current system investigated
here.
6 Conclusions
We have in this work shown that small changes of the short-range interaction may have
far-reaching effect on the dipole polarization and hence on the dielectric permittivity. A de-
creased dipole polarization is achieved when the particle is extended in the dipolar direction
and an increase polarization for an equatorial extension. Furthermore, we have rationalized
the physics behind these observations, and thus establish an understanding of how to manip-
ulate the properties of the interacting particles to obtain desired dipolar polarization. Beside
molecular fluids, this should also be applicable to nano-sized polar particles and to particles
with magnetic moment as electrostatic and magnet interactions have the same geometri-
cal dependence. The opposite is also true, i.e., it is possible to manipulate the short-range
packing of dipolar particles by the addition of a sufficiently strong electrical field.
The dipole polarization was also found to depend on the introduction of higher order
electrostatic moments. Addition of axial or equatorial quadrupoles leads only to a decrease
of the dipolar polarization, which was attributed to different reflection parity for a dipole
and these quadrupoles. However, addition of axial octupoles could both reduce and enhance
the dipole polarization depending on the relative strength of the multipole–multipole inter-
actions and the relative orientation of the dipole and axial octupole of a particle.
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Appendix: Electrostatic Interaction Energy Between Two Electrostatic Multipoles
The aim of this appendix is to (i) provide expressions of the interaction energies between
two multipoles and (ii) in particular interaction energies involving dipoles, quadrupoles, and
octupoles using relevant expressions of the quadrupole and octupole moments.
The electrostatic interaction energy between multipole Qi located at the origin and mul-
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where ul1l2 denotes the partial interaction energy between moment l1 of multipole i and
moment l2 of multipole j , Ql1m1 , l1 = (0,1, . . .), m1 = (−l1,−l1 + 1, . . . , l1 − 1, l1) a mul-
tipole moment; (:::) a 3j symbol; CLM() Racah’s unnormalized spherical harmonics;
∗ complex conjugate; L = l1 + l2 and M = m1 + m2. With only dipoles present (i.e.,
Qi,l1m1 = μiδl11 = 0 and Qj,l20m2 = μjδl21 = 0), (6) is recovered.
We will consider three successive restrictions, viz.:
(i) symmetry axis of the axial multipole i parallel to the z-axis, i.e., Qi,l1m1 = Qi,l10δm1,0,
(ii) symmetry axis of the axial multipole j parallel to the z-axis, i.e., Qj,l2m2 = Qj,l20δm2,0,
and
(iii) location of multipole j on the z-axis, i.e., CLM() = δM0,







































To make it simple, we will only consider the multipole–multipole interaction energies
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